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Our History
Environment Tasmania (ET) is the peak body for environment groups in Tasmania.
We are independent and non-partisan. We are committed to campaigning, because it is the most
effective way of delivering largescale, systemic change to protect nature. We are democratic,
pragmatic and courageous. Campaigning can deliver outcomes, but to secure those outcomes, we
work to build support in the Tasmanian community and engage in democratic processes. We provide
a local voice, representing Tasmanian environmental groups on the most pressing challenges facing
the Tasmanian environment.

Our Mission
Our mission is to protect the places we love, as well as the clean air, water and natural resources we
rely on. We do this by building community support to create the power and influence necessary to
deliver long term social change.

Our 2021 Vision
By 2021 ET’s advocacy and stakeholder engagement work has increased Tasmanian community
concern about climate impacts and increased pressure on state and federal government for climate
action. ET will deliver improvements to Aquaculture planning and regulation which prevent further
aquaculture industry expansion into high conservation value marine areas. ET will participate in
negotiations with industry and government on the creation of a comprehensive network of marine
reserves in Tasmania. ET’s collaboration with signatories to the Tasmanian Forest Agreement has
secured protection for high conservation value forests in the state.
Our goal is to support a local environment movement that is connected and skilled-up to deliver on
their objectives. We deliver on this goal by providing:
•

Networking and training opportunities

•

Opportunities for collaborative campaigning to address the largest threats to Tasmanian’s
environment

•

A watching brief on the state of Tasmania’s environment

•

Shared resources for member groups

•

Regular communication to member groups
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CHAIR’S REPORT
By Austra Maddox
Environment Tasmania (E.T.) continues to play an important role in providing a
responsible voice on environmental issues in Tasmania. There are continuing issues around
the protection and maintenance of wilderness areas; the forests are never fully safe from
exploitation, there are serious issues around coastal and marine environments, and
competing interests and agendas make it difficult to reach consensus. Environmental
challenges abound and may worsen in the coming years; inadequate environmental laws and
their piecemeal implementation, lack of accountability in decision-making, the misuse of the
term "sustainable" to provide cover for unsustainable practices, the refusal to accept genuine
expert and scientific advice, and the failure of both government and industry to identify the
need for a genuinely sustainable future.
E.T. has a strong history of positive involvement in many of these issues but there is
no resting on laurels to be had. There have been changes in staffing and Board membership
which I trust will strengthen the organisation. A sincere thank you to staff past and present.
Our Strategy Director, Laura Kelly, has contributed valuable work on our salmon campaign. It
is a tribute to Laura Kelly’s sustained work and perseverance that E.T. is the "go to" voice for
comment on salmon industry issues. We welcome a younger face to the Board in India
Beecroft and all benefit from her energy and background knowledge. As a small not-for-profit
organisation, we are heavily reliant on our donors who have so generously supported our
work over the years. We diligently endeavour to minimize administrative costs to ensure our
focus is on environmental campaigns. Our staff have had a huge role in ensuring efficient use
of financial resources.
A major task ahead will be to strengthen E.T. as the voice for Tasmania's sustainable
future, including continuing to support our partners and other organisations on a range of
environmental issues both ongoing and emerging. E.T. remains a member organisation and
we appreciate all our members input and support over the years. We hope to increase our
member numbers to enhance our support network, and to ensure representation and
effectiveness. As E.T. does not receive government funding, we depend entirely on donations
to fund our activities. Without our donors we couldn’t continue the effort to hold
government and industry to account, and I thank them on behalf of the Management
Committee, our members and, most importantly, the environment.
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STRATEGY DIRECTOR’S
REPORT
By Laura Kelly
This year Environment Tasmania has continued to focus on our marine protection
work - while there are a number of groups working on forest protection and planning issues,
few groups work on oceans and there are major threats facing Tasmania’s under recognised
marine environment.
We launched our retail markets work on industrial salmon farming with a commercial
television exclusive and online campaign targeting salmon company customers. We published
a shopping guide for Australians rating all salmon company products. Pressure from
Environment Tasmania supporters saw Huon Aquaculture publicly disclose its full antibiotic
use for the first time. Thousands of supporters have signed our petition to supermarkets
demanding improvements to salmon procurement policies.
This year we will launch a digital marketing campaign to increase pressure on
supermarkets to stop purchasing the least sustainable salmon products, supported by an
open letter to supermarkets backed by Australia’s leading environmental groups and
celebrity chefs.
This year we will also start focusing on solutions work, starting conversations with
traditional owners, recreational fishers, commercial fishers and coastal communities about
what a bioregional plan for Tasmania’s oceans should look like and how we can protect
Tasmania’s marine natural values and cultural heritage at iconic locations like Bruny Island.
The post-covid fundraising environment will be tough. While delivering our leading
marine protection work we will continue to attempt to fundraise to support new campaigns
on key environmental issues for Tasmania.
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SECRETARY’S REPORT
By India Beecroft
The importance of Environment Tasmania has been reconfirmed with our work over
this past year, and by the plans we are creating for the future. These plans – based in the
protection of marine life and the creation of long-term, sustainable solutions which are
acceptable to both industry and activists – fill a gap in Tasmanian advocacy and campaigning.
By working toward these solutions in consultation with individuals, grassroots
campaigners, First Nations Peoples, commercial operators and communities, Environment
Tasmania is bringing together the ideas of many peoples who would otherwise be ignored in
these discussions of environment and sustainability. In this way, through our campaigning we
hope to deliver back to our own communities the solutions which we need for a sustainable
future.
The Tasmanian people have a long history of fighting for the innate value of our
natural environment, beyond its value as a resource. It is this fight, combined with the need
to develop ecologically sustainable and ethical outcomes, that Environment Tasmania
continues. Our current campaign focusing on industrial salmon farming demonstrates this,
delivering real outcomes in transparency and consumer change.
As we are confronted with the growing need to balance the protection of our natural
environment with commercial objectives and economic growth, the role of Environment
Tasmania is becoming even more important. Moving into the next decade, Environment
Tasmania will continue to adapt, and meet the new challenges presented by evolving
environmental issues.
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COMMITTEE
Austra Maddox – Chair
Austra has been involved with environmental issues for decades, both on
campaigns and through political activity, including lobbying politicians,
submissions to various inquiries and extensive policy development work.
Austra's prime passion is the protection of Tasmania's wild forests. She was a
founding member of the Florentine Protection Society, and an active member
of the Forest Reference Group during the Forest Peace Deal negotiations.
Austra's work has been recognised in being awarded a Life Membership of the
C.P.S.U., Life Membership of the Tasmanian Greens, and having her name
added to the Honour Roll of Tasmanian Women.

Andrew Mitchell – Treasurer
Andrew has had a diverse working career, weaving his way through roles with a
large multinational fuel company, an American Steakhouse (What the...), and
most recently – over the last fifteen years - his own registered training
organisation operating across three states. Andrew’s passion for community,
community development and the environment has seen him undertaking
various volunteer and ‘off the side of his desk’ roles with community- based
organisations Andrew now works in the Humanitarian Settlement Program in
Launceston and continues his volunteer community roles.

India Beecroft – Secretary
India is a long-term environmental and social advocate who has been
involved in a variety of Tasmanian and international campaigns and issues. She
has worked with the UTAS International Justice Initiative on reforms of
international climate change and environmental law, and in 2019 completed an
internship with the Environmental Defenders Office. In her spare time India is
completing a Bachelor of Law and Politics at UTAS.

Philip Cocker – Ordinary Member
Philip has a history of both environmental and political activism. He has been
both Party Manager and Campaign Manager for the Tasmanian Greens and
had multiple involvements in Forestry Campaigns in Tasmania. He has been an
elected representative for the Greens at local government level for the past 13
years. He was the Chair of the Hobart City Council’s Finance and Audit
committees for a number of years. He has worked in the Commonwealth
public service as a Corporate Manager, Operational Team Leader and Human
Resource Manager.
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STAFF
Laura Kelly
Laura is a highly experienced campaigner and community organiser. She
was Director of the Climate Action Network Australia, worked with
Environment Tasmania during historic negotiations on the Forest Peace
Deal, and has previously worked with Greenpeace and the Association of
Professional Engineers, Scientists and Managers. She has a Bachelor of Arts,
majoring in Political Science and Feminism.

Jilly Middleton
Jilly is a campaigner with experience in regenerative agriculture and fair
food projects. As a farmer and former board member of the Huon
Producers Network she's worked to energise the local food system and
connect with the broader regenerative agriculture community around
Australia. Prior to farming, she worked as an outdoor educator with
Tasmanian and interstate schools.

Danny Carney
Danny has experience in campaign roles at the Wilderness Society, as a
social researcher, and in the university sector teaching Indonesian, Asian
Studies, and Geography. He continues his work in Tasmanian forests with
citizen-science collective Forestry Watch, and in Indonesia with the Bebali
Foundation, an organization that supports indigenous communities to
continue producing traditional textiles in a rapidly changing world.

Tilly Clota
Tilly has over 10 years experience in the social research sector, with a strong
volunteering background in both environmental and social spaces. She has a
Bachelor of Science, majoring in Marine Biology, a Master of Environments
specialising in Sustainable Food, and is currently completing a Master of
Teaching. Having worked internationally and across Australia in a variety of
fields, Tilly brings unique insights and perspectives to the organisation.
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MEMBER GROUPS
ENVIRONMENT TASMANIA IS THE PEAK BODY FOR ENVIRONMENT GROUPS
ACROSS TASMANIA. BY WORKING TOGETHER, WE CAN BE STRONGER WHILST
SUPPORTING THE UNIQUE CHARACTER OF LOCAL GROUPS WHO PROTECT THE
PLACES THEY LOVE.
Climate Action Hobart: a volunteer,

Neighbours of Fish Farming: an

grassroots climate action group formed to

organisation to protect Tasmania's

promote community involvement in

ecological systems including the

achieving strong climate policy and action

waterways and marine and riverine

in Tasmania.

ecosystems, and its wild and scenic
resources, from impacts of or associated

Frack Free Tas: a community group

with the aquaculture industry.

dedicated to raising awareness of
hydraulic fracturing (fracking) and

North East Bioregional Network: promote

demanding a permanent ban on fracking

a long-term and consistent nature ethic

in Tasmania.

based on an understanding that all of
nature is important. Their key purpose is

Friends of the Great Western Tiers: work

to develop and implement the Linking

to achieve the lasting and effective

Landscapes vision in North East Tasmania.

protection of the natural and cultural
values of the Great Western Tiers.

Ocean Planet Tasmania Inc: promotes the
protection of Tasmania's marine

Great Western Tiers National Park

environment and wildlife.

Campaign: work to gain National Park
status for the Great Western Tiers.

The Wilderness Society Inc: campaign to
protect and promote wilderness values,

Mole Creek Caving Club: go caving mostly

and to transform Australian into a society

at Mole Creek, but also in other cave

that protects, respects and connects with

areas in the state. They find, explore,

the natural world that sustains us.

photograph, survey and document caves,
while undertake research.
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Our mission is to protect the places we love, the clean
air, water and natural resources we rely on. We do this
by building community support to create the power and
influence necessary to deliver long term social change.

Thank you for your
continuing support
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